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The committee in charge of homecoming plans are as follows: Betty Clements, Lois 
Sykes, Angeline Clarke, Lenore Bredeson, Charlouise Lehman, Florence Lindgren, Alice 
Simonson, Marie Croonquist, Maurice Kruse and Betty Gessner. Also on the committee 
but not on the picture are Alverna Sprick, Elizabeth Harper and Bill Posz. 
"Red Hot Riding Hood" Cast 
• / 	• 
The cast of the Die-No-Mo Show is as follows: Back row, left to right, Angeline Clarke, 
Katherine Grimm, Betty Clements. Front row, left to right: Lenore Bredeson, Elizabeth 
Harper, and Lillian Flatten. Bill Posz, Dwayne Payne, and Mary Meier are not pictured 
but are also members of the cast. TiMe Grimm, seen in the foreground, also has a character 
role. 
William Primrose, concert artist 
Primrose to Give 
Viola Concert 
William Primrose, Scottish-
born viola virtuoso, will present 
a concert in Somsen Auditorium 
on Monday, February 28, as the 
third of the community concert 
series. 
When a child, Mr. Primrose 
studied the violin but later was 
attracted by the beautiful, mellow 
tone of his father's Amati-viola. 
He began his concert career as 
a viola player with the London 
String Quartet in 1930, and re-
mained with it until 1935. Dur-
ing that time he toured Europe, 
South America, and the United 
States. 
After the quartet disbanded 
he returned to London for his 
debut as solo violist under Sir 
Thomas Beecham. He was cho-
sen by the N B C Symphony 
in 1937 as Toscanini's chief viola 
player. In 1942 Primrose left 
the orchestra to devote all of his 
time to solo work. Highlights 
of his 1943-44 tour are three 
appearances with the Philadelphia 
Orchestra. 
"Junior Miss" 
is Spring Pla 
"Junior Miss", the Broadway 
comedy hit by Jerome Chodrov 
and Joseph A. Fields, has been 
chosen by the Wenonah Players 
as their spring production to be 
presented April 21, at 8:15 in 
Somsen Auditorium under the 
direction of Dorothy B. Magnus. 
The play, which was based on 
stories by Sally Benson published 
in the "New Yorker" magazine, 
was released to the Players for 
non-professional production the 
last week in January. It is the 
first non-professional release in 
the Northwest to be announced. 
The production, which ran on 
Broadway for nearly three years, 
and was presented by road com-
panies and by USO units through-
out the country, is a comedy of 
youth dealing with "life with 
daughter". The scene is laid 
in NewVork, in the comfortable, 
but not elaborate apartment of 
a successful lawyer and his family 
— the family consisting of an 
adolescent pseudo-sophisticated 
miss of 16, and her kid sister who 
can scarcely pass as a "junior 
miss", plus the long suffering 
parents. How they survive the 
impact of their offsprings' growing 
up is a minor miracle, and makes 




Tomorrow night, February 19, 
"Red Hot Riding Hood", a 
three-act parody on the original 
Little Red Riding Hood story, 
will be presented by the Die-No-
Mo club in Somsen Auditorium as 
a highlight of the homecoming 
festivities. 
The play was written by Lenore 
Bredeson and Bill Posz and is 
being directed by Marie Croon-
quist and Betty Clements. The 
cast is as follows: narrator, Betty 
Clements; Red Riding Hood, 
Lillian Flatten; Red Hot, Lenore 
Bredeson; mother, Elizabeth 
Harper; wolf, Bill Posz; first lady, 
Mary Meier; second lady, Ange-
line Clarke; Granny, Katharine 
Grimm; boy, Dwayne Payne. 
Committees for the production 
are: scenery, Clara Larson, chair-
man, Margaret Fox, Gerry Ry-
berg and Carol Simpson; prop-
erties, Mary Meier, chairman, 
and Edna Marsh; program, 
Florence Walch; publicity, Lois 
Sykes and Jean Le May; tickets, 
Dwayne Payne and Charlouise 
Lehman; costumes, Ruth Gast 
and Mary Collins; prompter, 
Betty Clements. 
Top Positions On 
"Wenonah" Filled 
At an organization meeting for 
the 1944 Wenonah, Evelyn 
Carlson, graduating sophomore, 
and Gerry Ryberg, freshman, 
were named co-editors. 
Bob Clay, senior, was appointed 
business manager, while the re-
mainder of the staff will be 
chosen later. The annual is to 
be an all-student publication 
under the supervision of Robert 
R. Reed. 
Phelps Staff Adds 
Miss Jessie Knapp 
Replacing Mrs. John Murdoch 
as a junior high school supervisor 
is Miss Jessie Knapp of Paynes-
ville, Minnesota. She was grad-
uated from St. Cloud Teachers 
College where she obtained her 
Bachelor of Education degree, 
later receiving her Masters De-
gree at the University of Chicago. 
Before coming to Phelps she 
was principal of Ramsey school 
at Albert Lea from 1938 to 1943. 
Miss Knapp began her duties 
January 3, which include teach-
ing social studies and mathematics. 
Faculty Conducts 
Extension Courses 
Fourteen extension courses are 
are being taught this year by 
W. S. T. C. faculty members. 
Miss Murray, of the art de-
partment, is teaching at Cale-
donia. Mr. Boots is at Lanes-
boro; Dr. Talbot and Mrs. John 
Murdoch at Rochester; Mr. 
Scarborough and Mr. Ed Davis, 
Winona; Miss Crossman at 
Rochester; Miss Hoyman and 
Miss Bartsch, Owatonna; Miss 
Ruth Richards at Lake City, and .  
Dr. Galligan at Rochester. 
HOMECOMING PROGRAM 
Tonight, Friday night 
Informal dance in Ogden hall at 7:45. 
Coronation of queen at 10:00. 
Tomorrow, Saturday 
Luncheon at Dormitory for faculty and 
enrollees in extension courses. 
Physical Education Luncheon. 
Wenonah Players Luncheon. 
Basketball game at 2:00 in Somsen gym. 
Open house at the dormitories from 3:30 
to 5:30. 
Die-No-Mo Show, "Red Hot Riding 
Hood", at 8:15 in Somsen auditorium. 
Informal dance after Die-No-Mo Show 
in Ogden hall. 
Dr . Stone Is New 
Phelps Director 
Succeeding the late C. L. 
Simmers, Dr. Lewis G. Stone, 
formerly of Poultney, Vt. began 
his duties as director of teacher 
training at Winona State Teach-
ers College, February 1. 
Dr. Stone obtained his B. A. 
degree in the fields of adminis-
tration and supervision, social 
studies, English and educational 
psychology at State Teachers 
College, Valley City, N. D. His 
M. A. degree was received from 
Northwestern University with 
specialization in guidance and 
personnel work and elementary 
education. His Ph.D. was grant-
ed at New York University with 
specialization in educational 
psychology, research in reading, 
and teacher education. 
Having a wide range of ex-
perience in the field of teaching, 
Dr. Stone taught in rural schools 
for three years, was principal and 
guidance director of the junior 
high school at Blile Island, Ill. 
for two years, and had charge of 
teacher training at State Normal 
University, Normal, Ill. for six 
years. 
He holds memberships in the 
American Psychological Asso-
ciation, National Education 
Association of Supervisors of Stu-
dent Teaching, American Asso-
ciation of School Administrators, 
Phi Delta Kappa and Kappa 
Delta Pi. 
Before coming to –Winona, Dr. 
Stone was director of student 
personnel and professor of psy-
chology at Green Mountain 
Junior College, Poultney. He is 
married and has three children. 
Queen sReign 
Starts Tonight 
Coronation of the homecoming 
queen, whose identity is still a 
mystery, will be the main event 
of an informal dance which is 
being given by the student asso-
ciation tonight, February 18, at 
7:45 in Ogden Hall, to be followed 
by other homecoming events. 
Queen candidates are Grace 
Stanek, Betty Clements, Mavis 
Smart, Eleanor Omodt, and Betty 
Erwin. Betty Clements is gene-
ral chairman of the homecoming 
festivities, with Glenn Fish-
baugher as the faculty adviser. 
Tomorrow at 12:15 a luncheon 
is planned at the dormitory for 
t hose enrolled in extension 
courses and the faculty. 
The Wenonah Players is giving 
a banquet tomorrow afternoon at 
the Candy Box. Angeline 
Clarke is mistress of ceremonies. 
Katharine Grimm, as correspon-
ding secretary, invited former 
Players members to attend. 
Committee chairmen for the 
Physical Education alumni ban-
quet are as follows: general pre-
parations, Lorraine Casby ; 
decorations, Carrol DeWald; and 
invitations, Florence Walch. 
Game is Tomorrow 
The basketball game between 
T. C. and Gustavus Adolphus 
Naval Cadets who attended T. C. 
last year will take place tomorrow 
afternoon in Somsen gym at 
2 p.m. 
The Radio Workshop inter-
viewed the queen candidates last 
Wednesday, February 16, on 
KWNO. 
Open House To Be Held 
Shepard and Morey halls and 
Lucas Lodge are holding open 
house at their respective dor-
mitories from 3:30 to 5:30 tomor-
row afternoon. Miss Floretta 
Murray and two Winona women 
are to judge the dormitory 
decorations, the best decorated 
house receiving a plaque between 
acts of the Die-No-Mo-show 
tomorrow night. 
Members of the general home-
coming committee are Betty Cle-
ments, Lois Sykes, Elizabeth 
Harper, Angeline Clarke, Alverna 
Sprick, Charlouise Lehman, 
Maurice Kruse, Lenore Bredeson, 
Alice Simonson, Florence Lind-
gren, Margaret Fox, Betty Gess-
ner, Bill Posz, and Marie Croon-
quist. 
Servicemen, don't forget to 
send your addresses when you 
change bases. The WINONAN 
is to be sent as first class mail 
to men with A.P.O. numbers. 
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Anatole France has said: "Each word in a book is a magic finger 
that sets a fiber of our brain vibrating like a harp string and so evokes a 
note from the sounding-board of our soul." That, in itself, is the es-
sence of a book; in actuality, a book is merely a series of printed signs. 
It is for the reader to match completely the artistry, the inspiration, 
and the mood of the writer. Appreciation is the keynote of a good 
reader, and it is for him to devise a technique of appreciation through 
which he can touch the soul of a great writer. An invisible cord, strong 
and vibrant, can thus be set up between writer and reader which can 
extend into infinity, enduring forever. Such a state, in which the artist-
ry of the one matches the sensitivity and receptiveness of the other, 
results in an experience, the roots of which go ever deeper, the fruit of 
which never decays. 
This is an ideal situation, certainly, which is rarely achieved be-
cause seldom attempted. In college an effort is made to open the hun-
dreds of doors to the magnificent, powerful, and enduring pieces of 
writing from all countries, of all times, and on all subjects. It is for the 
student to continue through these doors into realms, the limits of 
which are never reached because the experiences of the world never 
terminate. As Carlyle said: "Wondrous indeed is the true virtue of a 
book." 
The personal experiences of the average person are usually limited, 
but they can be enlarged and clarified through reading. In books, a 
college student especially finds many problems and situations like 
those he has met or those which he will meet in the future. It has been 
said that books "jostle ideas out of a state of inertia." It is in college 
that ideas are formed and changed. Since this is largely accomplished 
through hooks, it is the responsibility of each college student to ex-
plore and absorb the ideas expressed through writing. 
When a person realizes that literature is the substance of life and 
a reflection of ideas and thoughts, the books which are its tools cease 
to be abstract and uncolored. Rather, literature assumes the form of a 
beautiful tapestry, highly colored with the magnificence of living, som-
ber with the intensity of living, and ever-changing with the current 
of living. Literature is a composite whole, mellowed by the beauty, 
sordidness, light and darkness of the ages, and made up of the threads 
of thought of the millions of people who have left their trace upon this 
tapestry of life, which, in time, has become the tapestry of literature. 
get lite "facts 
"Did you hear what he said we'd have to do?" "Why do we have 
to do that?" "Isn't it outrageous that they're starting that new rule?" 
Thus ran the comments around college recently. 
Someone starts a rumor; it spreads; everybody jumps to conclusions 
and starts to "gripe". Another person digs up an issue about which 
he begins to complain. Soon everyone is complaining; we all get ex-
cited and begin to argue; we become unreasonable and start to criti-
cize others unjustly. Nobody knows what the argument and excite-
citement is about. Has anyone obtained the facts? Does anybody 
really know what he is talking about? The answer to all three ques-
tions probably is "NO". Everyone becomes so worked up and so 
stirred up, that no one has presence of mind enough to ask for the 
truth. People jump to conclusions too quickly; form opinions based 
merely on what they hear, not on actual facts; hurt people's feelings 
needlessly. 
Until all the facts are recognized, considered fairly, and weighed 
there is no basis for any conclusion. The least we can do is to realize 
that the other person has a side. 
Shouldn't we, then, before we form opinions, before we jump to con-
clusions and begin to argue, or before we begin to complain, investi-
gate the matter? Let's get down to the truth and only then express 
OUT opinions. 
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Here Are The Answers 
Taking the initiative in arousing interest in a 
year book, the WINONAN conducted a student 
opinion poll in chapel recently. Questions con-
cerning the nation's political situation were also 
asked, giving the students opportunity to release 
their comments on certain matters. 
Of those who voted, 95% want an annual, 93% 
are willing to buy one if its cost does not exceed 
three dollars, and 87% of the student body would 
help in its publication. 
Another section of the poll stressed the political 
situation. Franklin Roosevelt is favored as our 
next President with a 30% register "chalked up" 
for him. Thomas Dewey follows with a 25% vote, 
and Harold Stassen isn't far behind with a 22% 
vote. The other 23% were for various persons rang-
ing from Wendell Willkie to Burton K. Wheeler. 
Twenty-six different books were listed under 
good war, post war, or foreign policy reading. 
Two comments on Thirty Seconds Over Tokyo 
were "Excellent portrayal of the bravery and con-
flicting forces which make us realize the courage of 
our men in the air" and "This book shows us the 
terrible events happening to our American boys 
on their bombing missions. It wakes us up to reason 
why we should buy stamps and bonds." 
Tolstoy's War and Peace polled a few votes as 
being a book for all wars, although based on the 
French invasion of Russia during the reign of Na-
poleon. 
Guadalcanal Diary, Burma Surgeon, One 
World, The Moon is Down, and Berlin Diary 
are examples of the type of wartime reading. 
Here We Go Again . • • 
The other day while strolling nonchalantly down 
the hall en route to try a new experiment in relap-
sive reflex-arcology on psychological Mr. Owens, 
a long, lean, lanky arm clad in a bilious green 
sweater sleeve nabbed me. A struggle ensued in 
which I discovered the arm was connected quite 
permanently to Alvie Sprick. She dragged me, 
quivering, into the pub. room, where others as un-
fortunate as I were already piled in untidy heaps 
in assorted corners. 
After barring the door and shock-proofing the 
windows, Alvie rushed over to her desk, adjusted 
the 'Editor' sign to just the appropriate angle, and 
with a somewhat nasal twang, announced, "The 
WINONAN comes out February 18!" Pandemonium 
reigned. Unfortunately, the question of what to 
print in the paper arose. 
That's always a moot question. Angie Clarke 
generously offered photostatic copies of her latest 
"passionate postals" but they were summarily 
refused. Vi Fehrman started to toss a typewriter 
around among the staff members in a last desperate 
attempt to get something to report on for the sports 
page. 
A few moments of silent tribute were paid to 
Dottie Engel bedridden at home in Brainerd. 
Then Putt Erwin squealed, "But, golly, what will 
we write?" Immediately the vast news machinery 
cranked into motion. Bungarden gurgled, 
"Homecoming". Everyone shouted, "I'll write it". 
Surprisingly enough, Helen Borger won by a 
well-oiled tonsil. 
After much coaxing. Mausie Meier finally con-
fessed that the Wenonah Players will stage "Junior 
Miss" in the spring — but don't breathe a word of 
it 
Hours chattered by, finally the door was un- 
There is one man in uniform on the home front 
who is fast becoming the most important thing in 
in many a girl's life. He is the postman. He is the 
Santa Claus who brings that daily letter fom the 
one and only in a girl's heart. (Supposedly the 
ratio is one to one, but some Moreyites have been 
known to violate this rule.) Sadly enough, when he 
doesn't have that letter, he is vehemently cursed 
and accused of withholding mail from lonely girls. 
He never wins; he can't please everybody. Ah! 
Such is the life of the mail-carrier. 
A man by the name of Adler described that qual-
ity which pushes us on to higher peaks as the "will 
for power." Abe Lincoln possessed it and it enabled 
him to rise above his low level of education to be-
come a worthwhile figure. Servicemen possess it 
today. It keeps them fighting to finish an unpleas-
ant task. When they finish they can go back to 
pursuing their own private goals and ambitions 
once again. Students now in college have it. It 
keeps them plodding on with their education while 
others with less stick-to-itiveness and foresight for 
the future are leay. ing school/ for those big paying 
jobs. A wonderful thing, that will for power. 
A cry rings through the dorm: "Hey, girls, Sina-
tra's on!" Immediately there is a mad rush for the 
nearest radio, a flick of a dial, and once animated 
bodies become inanimate-like objects — all 
because of the crooning of one, Frank Sinatra. If 
every man exerted that much influence on the 
weaker sex, what state would the world be in, I ask 
you? 
Homecomings are usually big and gala affairs. 
This homecoming isn't going to be as big as past 
ones. The real homecoming will be held when ser-
vicemen and alumni are home to stay. Those who 
are here for this one will have to think of it only as 
a preview of that future one. Committees have 
tried their best to make this one as much of a suc-
cess as possible, but the obstacles confronting 
them are known to all. 
I think the creature "Archie the Cockroach" be-
longs to Odgen Nash. The other day Archie was 
found roaming the halls of Shepard. When asked 
what the cause for such an honor could be, 
Archie hopped around on a typewriter in room 17 
and this is what he said: 
"i heard tell that there were some girls who 
found repose in dittying during a certain class 
period comma so i came over here to find those 
girls and to see what they were dittying about 
period what i found is strictly corn but being a 
cockroach i rather like corn period 
one girl had been out looking for a man so her 
train of thought ran like this 
soldiers sailors and marines 
i love em- all 
but be it plainly seen 
i have none at all 
well comma said archie comma i think i have 
to .go now or my boss will send the police force 
after me" 
Thanks, Archie, old boy, for filling up space in 
this column. We'll need you again, no doubt. 
barred. A sadder, soberer I, plodded down the hall 
to conduct the experiment. I had grudgingly 
pledged myself to creating some news whether it 
be good, bad, sad, mad, or gay news, no matter —
just so it was news. 
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Lt. Nipp Sees Action 
From Sicily SGT. JACK 
KALKBRENNER writes, "It 
is almost a year now that I 
have been here. I have seen 
all of Africa from Casablanca 
to Tobruk, all of Sicily, and 
part of Italy." Jack is from 
Wabasha, and was a football 
player and a hurdler in track. 
Another T. C. football player, 
SGT. JOHN O'DEA is with the 
Medical Dept. at the Station 
Hospital in Camp Phillips, Kan-
sas. 
BERNARD BARTEL sends 
greetings from a U. S. N. R. 
Midshipmen's School in New 
York City. 
Courtesy of Midwest Review 
Captain Margaret Miller 
Former college nurse and fac-
ulty member, Captain Margaret 
B. Miller, now on leave of 
absence, is one of the staff officers. 
in what is probably the largest 
military hospital in the British 
Empire. On January 15, the 
English hospital was turned over 
to the United States army medical 
corps for use by American troops 
wounded in the invasion of 
Europe. 
Miss Miller, who was a member 
of the college staff for 12 years, 
left in June, 1942, to take charge 
of a Mayo Clinic unit of army 
nurses corps in Rochester. She 
had been a member of the army 
nursing corps since her graduation 
from the Kahler School of Nurs-
ing at Rochester in 1930. 
She writes that she spent 
Christmas on the ocean and that 
as the sea had been pretty rough 
the Christmas dinner "went beg-
ging" for quite a few. 
Ensign Barbara Andrews, U. S. 
N. R. (W. R.) is at the U. S. 
Naval Training School, Bronx, 
N. Y. where the first anniversary 
of Hunter College as a "boot" 
training school for Waves was 
celebrated February 8th. As 
Miss Andrews had received her 
commission on February 9, she 
had a double reason for celebrat-
ing. 
Ruth Taylor, Juanita Hoffman, 
and Lorraine Eggers are appren-
tice seamen also stationed at the 
U. S. Naval Training School, 
Bronx, N. Y. 
"This is the last phase of my 
training," writes A/C LYLE 
ARNS from Stockton, California. 
"I will graduate the first part of 
February as an officer and win 
my wings." 
SGT. STANLEY AR B IN - 
GAST has been stationed eight 
places since going into the 
service in June, 1942. "I am 
studying Japanese here at the 
University of Washington," 
he writes. Stanley, who 
taught at Lewiston and Du-
luth, was an active member 
of the Wenonah Players. 
"I am now a radio-gunner in 
a dive-bomber", writes DICK 
The promotion of T/5 Doris 
V. Johnson to the rank of Tech-
nician Fourth Grade (T/4) has 
recently been announced by 
Headquarters, W A C Branch 
Number 1, Army Administration 
School, Nacogdoches, Texas. 
The Headquarters Company, of 
which she is a member, executes 
all administrative and clerical 
detail concerned with operation 
of the school, which is located at 
The Stephan F. Austin State 
Teachers College. 
Irene A. Koenig, a physical 
therapy aide in the army, was 
commissioned a second lieutenant, 
January 26, at Phoenixville, Pa. 
She received her training in 
physical therapy at the Mayo 
Clinic, Rochester. 
Attending the first officers re-
serve school to be sponsored by a 
women's service branch, is Sec-
ond Lieutenant Mary June 
Fischer of the Marine Corps 
Women's Reserve. This school 
is being conducted at Camp 
Lejeune, New River, N. C. 
From a Red Cross club in 
England, Bettie Walters writes 
that they now have 24 British 
employees plus a British secre-
tary and British accountant and 
217 women volunteers from the 
surrounding communities. Miss 
Walters adds that all credit for 
their wonderful volunteer group 
goes to Miss Margaret Crisp who 
owns a very old and interesting 
castle which was built in 1270. 
Of their Christmas party she 
writes, "I know it must have 
been quite a sight for the boys 
to see seven American girls stand-
ing in a group. No club ever has 
more than three in it and we 
produced seven — quite an, 
event!" 
Another American Red Cross 
worker is Peggy Kelly, A R C, 
113th General Hospital, A. P. 0. 
No. 680, c/o Postmaster, New 
York, N. Y. 
Expecting to leave for the U. S. 
Naval Training School, Bronx, 
N. Y. is Constance Strommer. 
Connie was sworn in as a member 
of the Waves on February 10, her 
20th birthday, and expects to 
leave February 22. 
TRAXLER from Bogue Field, 
Cherry Point, North Carolina. 
"The period I am undergoing in 
my training is compared to the 
Thursday before a Saturday foot-
ball game. We fly 12 to 18 hours 
a day, and then we gunners have 
twin 30's to clean and belt am-
munition for the next day." 
From somewhere in Africa, 
BOB NOVOTNY writes that he 
is in charge of the physical 
training program for his sta-
tion. "I have to organize and 
instruct the classes, and at the 
same time do the office work," 
he says. He ran a recreational 
field day the afternoon before 
Christmas, and will have a 
track and field day soon. 
"The weather is hot and hu-
mid now as we are in the 
middle of our summer." 
LT. ALVIN BERG writes 
from North Africa. He went 
into the Navy in 1937, and 
received his wings a year later. 
When the Navy began their twin 
engine bombing squadrons, he 
got in, and has been flying the 
Vega Ventura ever since. "The 
Ventura is one of the hottest 
airplanes the Navy has, and I 
have enjoyed flying them," he 
says. He is now the Executive 
Officer of VB-127, which is corn-
posed of fifteen airplanes, over 
eighty men and thirty-eight offi-
cers. They have been out of the 
states over a year. 
"Life in Africa is not a bit the 
way I expected it to be," he 
writes. "The people are much 
different from Americans, and 
their ways are odd at first." 
Hunting is good and a favorite 
sport, with plenty of ducks and 
partridge. Lt. Berg was a basket-
ball man and a miler in track 
from Caledonia. 
From New Guinea, CPL. 
HAROLD GRUDEM writes 
that they are really in the 
bush. Fifteen feet to the rear 
of his tent there begins the 
densest growth of trees and 
bush he's ever seen. He is 
the Special Service non-corn 
for the 90th Group. "As such 
my duties are various," he 
writes. "We run a ten team 
twilight softball league, have 
a horseshoe tournament in 
progress, have five volleyball 
courts established, supply the 
outfit with ping pong equip-
ment and other game 
equipment, run movies three 
times a week, and run the 
Post Exchange." 
LT. WILLIAM KACZROW-
SKI is a Physical Training 
Director at the San Angelo Army 
Air Field in San Angelo, Texas. 
He tells of the type of training 
test which is given all personnel. 
"Right now we are sponsoring a 
10 team Post Basketball tourna-
ment," he writes. He is playing 
on the Officers Club team. 
SY FRITZ is at the Naval 
Training Station in Dearborn 
Michigan. While at Great 
Lt. Harold Nipp 
After eight months of action 
on a coast guard attack transport 
in the South Pacific, Lieutenant 
(j. g.) Harold Nipp, formerly of 
Lake City, and a graduate of the 
college, visited on the campus 
February 4th, during a thirty-
day leave. Lieutenant Nipp was 
part of the task force that went 
ashore in Higgins boats in the 
initial attack on Bougainville in 
the Solomons last September, in 
the second assault and in other 
landings in the Solomons. Dur-
ing these four invasions he won 
four stars for major engagements. 
Lieutenant Nipp was graduated 
from the college in June, 1942, 
and immediately entered the 
service as an enlisted man, taking 
his first training at San Fransisco. 
He then was sent to the coast 
guard academy at New London, 
Connecticut, being commissioned 
an Ensign upon graduation. His 
first assignment was on an anti-
submarine duty in the Atlantic; 
then he was transferred to the 
same work in Alaskan waters, 
being in command of an 83-foot 
cutter. Later he was assigned to 
the attack transport in the South 
Pacific, serving first as an assis-
tant communications officer, and 
later as a communications officer. 
He has been to the Fiji islands, 
the Samoan group, the New 
Hebrides, New Caledonia, the 
Lakes he was clerk of the 
company, which required that 
he keep track of the men and 
know where they could be 
found. He is studying to be 
a Machinists Mate now at the 
Henry Ford Naval Training 
School. He writes, "I have 
been appointed athletic Petty 
Officer of our barracks. This 
offers me the opportunity of 
handling all sports. I referee 
on the average 3 or 4 basket-
ball games weekly, and also 
play about that many." He 
was married on December 27. 
WILLIAM MALHKE writes 
that he is on temporary duty at 
the Naval Hospital in Bremmer-
ton, Washington, while waiting 
for his ship to sail. 
From Carlsbad, New Mexico, 
A/C ADOLPH BREMER, Army 
Air Forces, writes his thanks 
for the Winonan. 
FRANK WA CHOWIA K, 
Glynco, Georgia, was home over 
Solomons, New Zealand, and 
Australia. 
In between landing invasion 
forces, Nipp's ship evacuated the 
wounded, carried supplies, and 
brought reinforcements, much of 
the time in combat waters. Lt. 
Nipp remarked: "At first it was 
hard to get supplies, and the 
situation in general was not so 
good, but the supply situation 
is now in hand." He feels 
that there will be much 
progress in the war during the 
next four or five months. 
"One of the main pastimes on 
board ship is reading and writ-
ing," mentioned Lieutenant 
Nipp. He said a great many of 
the fellows wrote poetry, and 
many read the classics. He, 
along with the rest, however, was 
always glad to sight land. He 
was especially pleased when his 
ship arrived at Auckland, New 
Zealand, "the New York of the 
South S e as". Remarking on 
this he said: "To us, tramps of 
the sea, it happened to be the 
first place since Frisco where we 
could buy a bar of soap across the 
counter, and if we were lucky, 
have a girl sell it to us." Nipp 
mentioned that the "Kiwis", as 
the Americans call the New 
Zealanders, have a very socialis-
tic state, but he said: "There 
are practically no illiterates in 
New Zealand, and state edu-
cation is free and compulsory." 
Noumea, the largest village on 
the French island of New Cale-
donia, provided Lt. Nipp's first 
view of a "typical native". In 
that village an unmarried man 
dyes his hair a "strange yellowish 
red color" so that the women, 
very "independent and business-
like in their pursuit of a mate" 
will not mistake a married man 
for a bachelor. 
Nipp was managing editor of 
the 1942 annual, and business 
manager of the Winonan in 1941. 
He was married January 4 in 
Oakland, Calif. to the former 
Betty Cappleman of Miami, Flor-
ida, and returned to his base at 
San Francisco, February 8, to 
report for further duty. 
Christmas. "Our train was 
called the 'Dixie Flyer' " he 
writes, "and if making 200 miles 
in 16 hours is flying, then our 
planes are somewhat mistitled." 
From the Fairmont Army 
Air Field in Geneva, Nebraska, 
WAYNE BAKKE writes that 
he is in the 828 Bombardment 
Squadron. He says, "Our 
squadron is ripe and ready for 
plucking." 
LU VERNE ARNS is in Eng-
land, and is on active missions 
over Germany. He writes an 
interesting letter about his ex-
periences, and says he has a 
great respect for the R. A. F. 
After visiting at the college, 
ENSIGN HUGH CAPRON left 
for Portsmouth, Virginia, where 
he is awaiting assignment to active 
duty. Ensign Capron was for-
merly at Harvard where he 
specialized in radio work. 
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Ttat/th tiou 
a lumni 
This page, devoted to service-
men's news, was made pos-
sible through the generosity 
of the Alumni Association. 
Visits Campus 
"It's really nice to get back 
and away from all those uniforms 
again," commented Lieutenant 
Charles Fisk, former T. C. basket-
ball coach, in an interview during 
his recent visit to the campus. 
Lieutenant Fisk, whose base is 
the port director's office at San 
Francisco, is commanding officer 
of troops on a chartered navy 
transport operating in the South 
and Southwestern Pacific. 
In the past 18 months he has 
made two trips into the Pacific 
battle area. The first consisted 
of transporting marines to Mel-
bourne, Australia. The boat was 
enroute thirty-one days, and the 
close confinement of the men 
made it a rather difficult trip. 
In addition to the troops, there 
were seven officers and seventy 
of the ship's crew aboard. 
The lieutenant pointed out that 
although our troop ships are com-
paratively crowded, the Japs can 
transport twenty times as many 
men as we can in the same 
amount of space because of 
reduction of size of area per man. 
He said that this is one of the 
reasons the enemy is hard to beat. 
On the return trip the trans-
port carried submarine personnel 
from Brisbane to the United 
States. 
New Caledonia was the dis-
tination on Lieutenant Fisk's 
second trip, the boat carrying 
army casualties, officers and men 
to the island for reprocessing 
before being sent north. The 
transport was then placed on 
shuttle service for three months 
during the Bougainville cam-
paign. The work consisted 
mainly of removing men from 
battle areas and replacing them 
with fresh troops. From Guadal-
canal, the lieutenant's ship took 
the coast artillery to the Fiji 
Islands for recuperation. The 
men had stayed on Guadalcanal 
for a year and two days having 
been the first army unit into the 
island after the marines landed. 
"Although the conditions on 
the islands of the Pacific have 
been improved," Lieutenant Fisk 
said, "the atmosphere is still one 
of perspiration, malaria fever, 
and poor drinking water. 
"Their major ambition is to 
get back", answered the lieuten-
ant when questioned about the 
thoughts and attitude of the 
fighting men. "They don't worry 
about who's going to be presi-
dent, they cuss about the strikes, 
and they really think about their 
girls." 
Lieutenant Fisk, whose home 
is in Plainview, reported back to 
San Francisco on February 12. 
Wins Wings 
Roger D. Welk, son of Mr. and 
Mrs. A. D. Welk, received his 
wings as a bombardier and his 
commission as a second lieuten-
ant at graduation exercises at 
Big Spring, Texas. He trained 
at Jefferson Barracks, Mo., and 
Morningside College, Sioux City 
Iowa. He received his preflight 
training at Ellington Field, Texas 
and his aerial gunnery training 
at Lordeo, Texas. 
Lt. Welk attended Teachers 
College until his enlistment in 
the army air corps in February, 
1943. He has recently been on 
leave in Winona. 
Lucas Lodge has become a sort of 
clearing house for former T. C. boys 
who are now in service. From the 
Lodge comes the following news con-
cerning them: 
Ens. Frederick Abel writes, "I had 
a most pleasant surprise when in Lon-
don recently for a short "shore leave". 
I was standing at the desk of the Strand-
Palace Hotel waiting for something or 
another when I heard the clerk say, 
"Bolkcom?, and what are the initials, 
sir?". I recognized the name as being 
familiar, but I didn't pay much atten-
tion until I felt someone squeezing my 
arm hard. I turned around to look into 
the wide open eyes of Don Bolkcom. 
After a few seconds we overcame our 
surprises, and a most interesting conver-
sation ensued. We finally parted after 
having agreed to spend our next leave 
together. Just before leaving the 
States I met Mr. Pendleton, former 
Winona High teacher, Roy Prentiss, 
and Mr. and Mrs. Scott Johnson, (Ann 
Boyum) all within a few minutes of 
each other. You can imagine how good 
it seems to see people from home. 
"One of the officers aboard this ship 
knows Mr. McCowan. It seems they 
were in school together at Colorado 
State. 
"One has to admire these British 
people. Most of them haven't had a 
decent meal for two or three years and 
their clothes aren't much, but they 
never complain. And everyone has a 
job—or perhaps two or three of them. 
I hope to see you all—soon." 
Donald Bolkcom was made a first 
lieutenant New Year's Day. He wrote 
that he felt he had a good reason for 
celebrating. 
Art Gessner, who is hospitalized in 
the Bushnell Hospital at Brigham, 
Utah, with rheumatic fever writes: "At 
first I was in a pretty bad mood knowing 
that I would have to be here so long. I 
figured I had gotten a mighty tough 
break. But that all changed when I 
saw the fellows so much worse off than 
I. 80% of the 3000 patients are men 
back from the fighting fronts. You 
would never believe what plastic surgery 
is doing. It is a pretty big thing but 
Transferred 
Gordon A. Schellhas, son of 
Mr. Kurt Schellhas of Winona, 
was recently appointed a Naval 
Aviation Cadet and was trans-
ferred to the Naval Air Training 
Center, Pensacola, Florida, for 
intermediate flight training. Prior 
to entering the Naval service, he 
attended Winona Teachers Col-
lege. 
Upon completion of the 
intensive course at the "Annapo-
lis of the Air", Cadet Schellhas 
will receive his Navy "Wings of 
Gold" with designation of Naval 
Aviation, and will be commis-
sioned an ensign in the Naval 
Reserve or a Second Lieutenant 
in the Marine Corp Reserve. 
many of the jobs are too big for plastic 
surgery. There is never a complaint 
from any of those brave men, and when 
I see so many of the other fellows so 
much worse off than I, I realize I am a 
lucky lad. The Red Cross is very 
helpful. They provide us with various 
pastimes. Twice a week we have 
movies in the wards. The people from 
near here often come in and bring 
refreshments. I couldn't find a better 
hospital to spend six months in." 
Lt. and Mrs. Milton Roelofs of Freder-
rick, Oklahoma, announce the birth of 
a daughter, Martha Lee, on January 2. 
Lt. Ted B. Siirila, who is in England, 
said that the eggs he was served at 
Christmas morning breakfast were a far 
greater treat than the turkey dinner. 
He had as his Christmas guest a seven 
year old British boy. 
Robert Pagel is in specialized school 
for the merchant marine at Sheepshead 
Bay, Brooklyn, N. - Y. 
A/C Maynard C. Burt and A. S. 
Ralph Schwichtenberg are at Yale, 
University, New Haven, Conn. 
Ens. David Boyum, who is patrolling 
Caribbean Waters, wrote that it seemed 
most peculiar to see Christmas trees 
gaily decorated while all surroundings 
pointed to "the good old summer time". 
He has often stated that he would tho-
roughly enjoy sitting through a football 
game and freezing. 
Ens. Joseph Clawson and Miss Vera 
Crearer, Spooner, Wisconsin, were week-
end guests at the Lodge recently. Joe 
has just returned from duty in the Pana-
ma Zone. 
In mid-October Joe had quite a thrill-
ing experience. The gas line broke 
in his plane and about 300 gallons of gas 
drained into the fuselage. The plane 
spanked into a very choppy sea. With 
the hull ankle deep in gas the men be-
came nauseated by the gas fumes. It was 
too risky to use the radio as the men were 
afraid of a spark; so they clung to the 
wing of the plane for two days and two 
nights. They were picked up at that 
time by a merchant ship. Soon after 
their rescue the plane sank. One of the 
Continued on page 5, column 2 
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GEORGE BRUEGGER has 
been teaching at the Naval 
Air Technical Training Center 
in Memphis, Tennessee, since 
September, 1942. "It has 
been my good fortune to have 
access to all the equipment, 
teaching, and information 
necessary in aviation to be-
come informed," he writes. 
After the war he would like to 
teach aerodynamics in a high 
school or college. 
Texas saw the reunion of two 
T. C. boys, CHARLIE REPS 
and SGT. ALDEN KNAT-
TERUD. Knatterud was on de-
tached service in Bryan, Texas, 
but has now returned to Idaho. 
"We're back in Virginia after 
our amphibious training in 
Florida," writes LT. RO-; 
MAINE FOSS from Camp 
Pickett, Va. He is an Execu-
tive Officer of a company. 
LT. DON. ZIMMERHAKL, 
who recently visited the college, 
was at Camp Gruber, Oklahoma. 
He hoped to be transferred to 
the Camouflage Division of the 
Engineers. He and his wife, the 
former Miss Berg, of Zumbrota, 
have a son, born in November. 
Two sportsmen got together 
when LT. CHARLES FISK 
and PAUL QUALY, of Loyola 
University in Los Angeles, 
California, attended a basket-
ball game together in San 
Francisco a short time ago. 
In writing of their sport pro-
gram and curriculum at Baylor 
University in Waco, Texas, 
DON MEHUS says, "It is all 
wonderful." 
JOHN WACHS of Delray 
Beach, Florida, asks how you 
would like to take a dip in the 
ocean on New Years. John 
taught at Cannon Falls before 
going into the service. 
Ronnie Johnson sends greetings 
from Tuscon, Arizona. 
SGT. NORTON ONSTAD of 
Madison, Wis., lets the Ger-
man he's learning there get 
into his letters, such as the 
`auf wiedersehen' close. 
HARRY BOLLIN has been 
going to a cooks' and bakers' 
school in San Francisco before 
going out on the sea again. He 
is in the Merchant Marines. 
ROLLIE SCHMIDT is at the 
Naval College Training School 
at St. Mary's in Winona under 
the V-12 program. He is out 
for boxing and wrestling. He 
has been fighting with the Gol-
den Gloves in Rochester. He 
won his first bout in the 
tournament. 
PVT. EDDIE BORSKI is at 
Jefferson Barracks, Mo. 
From somewhere in Eng-
land, LT. TED SIIRILA sends 
a letter in answer to a request 
for his address by the Defense 
Committee. He says the card 
he received had over 8 post-
marks on it, and that he 
couldn't find a place to write 
on it. 
LESTER CRAWSHAW, who 
is with the Canadian Army over-
seas, writes that since going over 
5 months ago, he has been in 
Scotland, England, Africa, and 
Italy. 
From somewhere in Austra-
lia, just a mere 11,000 miles 
from T. C., comes word from 
SGT. DAVID RA M CZY K. 
"We live in large pyramidal 
tents, seven men to a tent," 
he writes. "Our beds are 
wooden boxes, and our mat-
tresses are covers filled with 
straw. Our mess hall is an 
open air pavilion, and the 
food, though crude and not 
fancy, is substantial. It 
seems that one is always hun-
gry here. Summer begins 
here Dec. 21. So again I have 
escaped another winter. 
From Camp Hale, Colorado, 
LT. KENNETH EGGLESTON 
writes that he is in a rugged out-
fit, the Mountain Infantry, or 
Ski-troops. "All our training is 
at from 9,000 to 12,000 feet, 
which should qualify us for 
wings," he says. In telling about 
sleeping in sleeping-bags he says 
that it is hard to crawl out in 
sub-zero weather, but that you 
"dress in a hurry, and head for 
a fire, but fast!" 
AV. CAD. ROBERT ANDER-
SON writes from the Mira 
Loma Flight Academy at Ox-
nard, California. He writes 
an account of primary flight 
training. 
SGT. CHARLES BALCER 
with the 87th Fin. Disbursing 
Sec. has an A. P. 0. address out 
of New York  now. P F C . 
WAYNE KANNEL also has an 
A. P. 0. address. He is with the 
593rd Ambulance Motor Co. 
PHILIP SCHWAB saw HAR-
OLD NIPP in the Southwest 
Pacific Area. 
Following is a list of boys who 
have written in answer to cards 
sent out requesting addresses: 
Eldon Brandt, George Kabat, 
Maynard Burt, Alden McCut-
chon, Curtis Church, Gerald 
Peterson, Buckie Walters, Rich-
ard Welk, Darrel Dyer, Alcott 
Christensen, Harold Radatz, 
John Robb, S. H. Johnson, Wil-
lard Berg, John Kozlowski, Hans 
Dommen, Bernard Heaney, Al 
Hungerford, L. M. Wilson, Ed-
mund Lee, Philip Schwab, Walter 
Continued on page 5, column 2 
Defense Service 
Lieutenant Welk 
Aviation Cadet Schellhas 
From the Defense Desk 
The Defense Committee, a joint student-faculty organization, 
supervises the sale of war bonds and stamps, keeps a record of former 
students who are in the service, cares for the Service Flag, and super-
vises all defense activities. A letter-writing project is being carried 
out in which Miss Hilda Muhle addresses cards that are distributed 
to the students, who write on them. Dr. Galligan is the senior chair-
man 
The following excerpts were taken from letters and cards written in 
answer to cards sent out by the Committee, giving information about 
the college. 
Boys Write to Lucas 
The mystery of which one will be queen and which will attend the queen 
will be solved at 10:00 tonight at the dance in Ogden gym. Pictured above 
are Eleanor Qmodt, Mavis Smart, Grace Stanek, Betty Erwin, and Betty 
Clements. 
CaOiateslize a Row 
Ford Hopkins 
TEA ROOM 
DRUGS 	 CANDY 
MCVey1 S 
ICE CREAM SHOP 
Lunches 	Fountain Service 





Queen To Be Chosen Dr. Biesanz Has 
From Five Favorites Book Published 
Workshop Gives 
Lincoln Program 
The Radio Workshop, under 
the direction of Dorothy B. 
Magnus, presented on Friday, 
February 11, a Lincoln day pro-
gram sponsored by the American 
Legion. 
The program, dramatizing the 
dedication of the cemetery at 
Gettysburg, depicted Lincoln's 
arrival in Gettysburg, the dinner 
given in his honor by David 
Wills, the demand of the crowd 
for a speech from Lincoln, the 
final drafting of the address, and 
the actual delivery of it. 
Dr. H. Clay Harshbarger of 
the University of Iowa is the 
author of the script. The cast 
included Dick Nelson as Lincoln, 
Bob Clay as David Wills, Bill 
Posz as Edward Everett, and 
John Smith as Rev. Stockton, 
with Shirley Olson as the narrator. 
Music for the show was in charge 
of Mary Meier, assisted by Stan-
ley Huesemann, Ione Ziemer, 
Bill Posz, Lillian Flatten, and 
Lenore Bredeson. Sound effects 
were handled by Elizabeth Har-
per. 
Personal "Service" 
Continued from page 3, column 5 
In charge of a personnel 
department of an American 
naval base, ENSIGN FRED 
KOHLMEYER works from 18-
20 hours a day. 
Recently promoted to the rank 
of Lieutenant (j.g.), ALBIN 
FLINT is awaiting assignment 
to active duty. 
A/C ROGER BUSDICKER 
was taking Navigator Pre-
flight Training at Ellington 
Field, Texas. He expected to 
go to advanced navigation or 
gunnery school. 
"I am on the island of Kauai, 
the westernmost large island in 
the Hawaiian chain", writes 
WILLIAM SCHULZE. "I was 
in Pearl Harbor on the way over. 
We watched a baseball game near 
Pearl City. I saw Honolulu 
from the sea, also famous Waikiki 
Beach. Kauai is called the Gar-
den Island. Some places have an 
annual rainfall of 500 inches, 
whereas in another region of the 
Island it hardly ever rains. 
"Lihue, the capital, boasts a 
`Kress Store' and a hotel hidden 
in a tropical garden. 
"Daimea has the distinction 
of being the place where Captain 
Cook landed when he discovered 
the Islands. Daimea Canyon is 
called the Grand Canyon of the 
Pacific. It's depth and size 
rather surprised me, and the 
colors are in such delicate pastel 
shades to even surpass the colors 
of the Grand Canyon in the 
States." 
PFC. HERBERT BORGER, 
42nd Replacement Battalian, 
Artillery, 5th Amphibian 
Corps, Fleet Post Office, San 
Francisco, is in the South 
Pacific where he says the food 
is good, but the mosquitoes 
are terrible. 
Defense Service 
Continued from page 4, column 5 
La Casse, Charles Libby, Lyle 
Ready, Gerald Roeder, Roy 
Anderson, Dwayne Panzer, C. 
Whittack, Stanley Underbakke, 
James Zimdars, Clark Fuller, 
Robert Johnson, LeRoy Roth, 
Matt Heinzer, Edwin Simon, and 
Lorren Jarris. 
The following is part of a letter 
received by a T. C. girl in answer 
to a card sent under the Defense 
Committee plan. It is from LT. 
ELDON SCHOENRACK, who is 
in New Guinea. 
"Here in Guinea the rains do 
come with equatorial force, and 
the days are plenty hot. The 
most striking creatures are the 
birds. They sound like a jazz 
band. There's everything in 
these jungles. 
"The island of New Guinea is 
larger than Germany, and twice 
the size of Japan. The natives 
are as colorful as those in a 
National Geographic Magazine. 
They know about government 
supervision. Some speak Eng-
lish. They like Americans be-
cause of money and our "big 
birds". They go to church re-
gularly. They have their cele-
brations with feastings and 
dancing to the beat of tom-toms." 
Two groups of cards have been 
sent out under the Defense Corn-
mittee's letter writing plan. A 
third group will be sent in the 
near future. The fact that letters 
are received in re sponse to them 
shows they are appreciated. It 
is said one faculty member al-
lowed the students to write on 
the cards in class. 
Lucas News 
Continued from page 4, column 3 
navigators had a box camera with him, 
and took several very good pictures of 
the mishap. These were later used by 
UP. One appears in the December 6, 
NEWSWEEK. 
Lt. Milton Wilson and his bride, the 
former Miss Marie Chester, were guests 
of Winona friends this week-end. Lt. 
Wilson, a marine flyer, is enroute to the 
West Coast. Mrs. Wilson will resume 
her teaching duties at Nerstrand, Minn. 
Ens. Gordon Hansen who spent the 
Christmas holidays at Lucas Lodge left 
by plane for a South Pacific destination 
within the past week. While in San 
Francisco, Gordon visited with Lt. and 
Mrs. Jack 011om. Jack is awaiting trans-
portation to the front. The trio had din-
ner with Lt. Charles Fisk who is now 
commander of a troop transport. Gordon 
says that Mr. Fiske looks unusually well 
and that one of his fellow officers re-
marked that Mr. Fiske was doing a very 
difficult job extremely well. Gordon later 
met Harold Nipp who was leaving for 
Minnesota that night on a 30 day leave. 
Capt. Eddie Siebold is stationed at 
Godman Field, Ft. Knox, Ky. 
Pvt. Maurice McGrew, A.S.T.U. who 
is stationed at the A. & M. College, Still-
water, Oklahoma, mentioned in a recent 
letter that three inches of snow caused 
much consternation among the natives. 
Lt. Lloyd Walsh is also stationed at El 
Toro and he and Major Blaine Baesler 
frequently exchange Minnesota news 
items. 
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Drackley of 
Mountain Lake, Minnesota, say that it 
is almost as good as Homecoming to re-
ceive the WINONAN and read where all 
of their former classmates are stationed. 
Mrs.Drackley is the former Charlotte 
Shannon. 
Someone proved quite effec-
tively years ago that five heads 
cannot fit a crown designed for 
one. In those days the odds 
were cut down by guillotine, but 
we of W. S. T. C. have safer, 
saner methods. Election's the 
thing, and votes will see whether 
Mavis Smart, Betty Clements, 
Eleanor Omodt, Grace Stanek, 
or Betty Erwin will reign as 
homecoming queen. 
Red hair and short men are the 
pet peeves of Grace Stanek, as 
Jimmy Dorsey and "Intermezzo" 
are not. A kindergarten major 
Grace likes bowling and owns 
knitting as a hobby. "Song of 
Bernadette" and "The Robe" are 
her favorites in current fiction and 
powder blue ranks as an all time 
color high. Southern cooked pe-
can pie constitutes the food of 
her dreams and brunettes are 
tops as to masculine preference. 
"No Love, No Nuthin' " has 
Betty Erwin in a dither, but the 
title belies the person, or vice 
versa. The food favored is steak, 
and the sport of moment is 
skiing. Mustaches and sideburns 
cause a distinct allergy even on 
preferred brunettes. John Wayne 
and Ingrid Bergman are her cine-
ma lights and red ranks as her 
favored hue. 
To be ambitious is the ambi-
tion • of Mavis Smart. "Night  
and Day" is first on her private 
hit parade with "The Robe" her 
choice in recent fiction. Colors 
to her liking are red and yellow, 
and ice cream would make up 
the ideal Smart diet. A girl of 
many hobbies, photography, a 
collection of scrapbooks and 
poetry, makes her a gal of diver-
sified interests. Walter Pidgeon 
and Greer Garson are her favorites 
as movies go, and brunettes of 
the opposite sex are preferred. 
Lavendar without the old lace 
suits Betty Clements to a T, with 
Tommy Dorsey and "Inter-
mezzo" from "Cavaliere Rusti-
cana" thrown in to make the day 
desirable. Basketball and tennis 
are her favorite sports and her 
hobbies consist of collecting in-
terior decoration sets, records, 
and knitting. Pet abominations 
are gum snappers, and potatoes, 
while brown eyes and heinie hair 
cuts rank way up on top in her 
estimation. Dietician Clements 
states that in her opinion cherry 
pie ala mode would do nicely for 
three meals out of four per day. 
French fries and steak are the 
gastronomical dream of Eleanor 
Ommdt with a background of 
Benny Goodman's best to com-
plete the picture. Dancing and 
skiing are the sports on her list, 
with reading as one of her less 
strenuous activities. Her song 
of the moment is "This Will Be 
My Shining Hour" and blue ranks 
as the color that cheers. 
There you have them — and 
may the best girl win!! 
Costa Ricans and Their Cul-
ture, a study recently completed 
by Dr. John Biesanz, former 
social science instructor at the 
College, has been accepted by 
the Columbia University Press. 
A Spanish version of the book 
under the supervision of the 
Center for the Study of National 
Problems in Costa Rica will 
appear in the early spring. It 
is probably the first complete 
book written on the way the 
7,000,000 people of Costa Rica 
live and think. 
Dr. Biesanz, who spent 21 
months in Costa Rica teaching 
at the university and writing his 
book, reports that he found Costa 
Ricans exceptionally friendly, and 
received help whenever he asked 
for it. This help included inter-
views and assistance from two ex-
presidents of the country, the 
head of the Roman Catholic 
Church there, representatives of 
the three political parties of Costa 
Rica, and persons of all ranks. 
After volunteering for induc-
tion into the armed services, Dr. 
Biesanz left recently for training. 
tOeIltgtot•t•ets 
Blouses make one outfit do 
for two — make old suits feel 
like new. With this in mind, 
you'll find a blouse for the 
simplest suit to the softest of 
jumpers at Choate's. Some 
have fluffy neckline frills, 
some jabot fronts, and others 
are the ever-pleasing tailored 
hi-lo style in long or short 
sleeves. 
To go with those blouses 
there are many beautiful new 
skirts ready for your selection 
at Choate's. They are in 
spring's loveliest colors, such 
as gold, violet, brilliant red, 
and mint green as well as 
pastel plaids — besides basic 
black, navy, and brown. 
"Say it with flowers" from 
Siebrecht's. Why not fix up 
your old dressing table with a 
plate-glass top and an un-
framed plate-glass mirror to 
hang above it? Add a sprig 
of bright flowers in a vase to 
accent the gayest color in the 
room. 
And don't forget that sick 
friend might appreciate a 
lovely floral remembrance 
from Siebrecht's, too. 
Step into spring with a pair 
of unrationed shoes from the 
French Slipper Shop. There 
are stunning new spring ar-
rivals each to suit a different 
mood. Gay and frivolous 
dress shoes — smart and sim-
ple play shoes. Buy them now 
for active days ahead at 
French's. 
Something to shout about! 
Home sewing is a vital thrift 
measure. There are wonderful 
sparkling rayon prints to en-
courage you. The new pat- . 
terns are brimful of spring 
with small prints, large prints 
and border prints all in wash-
able fast color rayon. See 






"Largest Druggist in U. S. A." 
Phone 5817 
58 West Third Street 
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Cologne and Perfume 
Tabu Perfume 
Lentheric Perfumes 
Tweed, Confetti, Miracle 
Shanghai, A'Bientot 
Number 12 
LUXOR HAND CREAM 
50c jar - - 39c 





Perfume and Cologne 
Suzanne 
Toute Suite 
Secrets of Suzanne 




Perfume and Toilet Water 
Lengyel 
Essence of Imperiale Russe 
Soaps—Powder Mittens 
Shop at Marsh's 
for Nationally Famous 
Toiletries 










Have a Coca-Cola = Let's be friendly 
... a way to win a welcome wherever you go 
There's friendliness in the simple phrase Have a "Coke". It turns 
strangers into friends. In both hemispheres, Coca-Cola stands for 
the pause that refreshes, —has become the high-sign of the good-
hearted. 
BOTTLED 'UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY BY 
COCA COLA BOTTLING COMPANY OF WINONA 
It's natural for popular names 
to acquire friendly abbrevia-
tions. That's why you hear 
Coca-Cola called "Coke". 
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Navy V-12'ers 
Play Peds In 
Bucket Brawl 
Tomorrow afternoon former T. 
C. athletes, now training at 
Gustavus Adolphus will invade 
the home floor in a basketball 
game against the college teams 
as a highlight of the homecoming 
events. 
Bob Clay, Ken Seeling, Bill 
Posz, Dwayne Payne, Maurice 
Kruse, and Ronald Welk are 
slated to vie for T. C. honor. 
"Rib" Peterson, Bob Bjorge, 
Dan Haslerud, Bill Strang, 
Louis Judd, and Curt Simon 
compose the Gussie squad. 
This promises to be a battle. 
Although the Gussies have the 
advantage of more training, the 
Warrior six will battle to the 
finish to come out on top 
Wedding Bells Ring 
Mr. and Mrs. Homor Leroy 
Cappleman recently announced 
the marriage of their daughter, 
Betty Louise, to John Harold 
Nipp, Lieutenant junior grade, 
United States Coast Guard, on 
Tuesday, January 4, at Saint 
Joseph's Catholic Church, Oak-
land, California. 
Ensign Bruce Montgomery and 
Miss Carmen Spande will be 
married after his graduation 
February 18, 1944, from Colum-
bia University. Marie Croon-
quist and Ensign Richard Ashley 
will attend the bridal pair. 
Miss Irene Gradel and Avia-
tion Cadet Gilmore Mason were 
married recently in Texas, where 
Cadet Mason is stationed. 
The staff expresses its grati-
tude to Dr. Nels Minne for 
taking the pictures for this 
issue. 
Gusties to Invade 
Warrior Hardwood 
Swish! 	Right through the 
basket without even touching 
the rim! Just that is enough, 
but to hear the bounce of a ball 
on the gym floor will lend sweet 
music to the ears of all basketball 
fans. 
This is not a "sporting" col-
lege! Yet even luke-warm fans 
will be haunting Somsen gym 
early Saturday afternoon of 
Homecoming week-end, for —
hold your breath — there is to 
be a basketball game. 
"Old Faithful `T.C.'ers vs 
`Gusties" of the alumni service-
men. The Gusties will be led by 
such old acquaintances as "Rib" 
Peterson, Bob Bjorge, Danny 
Haselrud, Bill Strang, Louie 
Judd, and Curt Simon. The 
navy training ought to make 
them real threats to our "Old 
Faithfuls", who will have to be 
on their toes all the time. We are 
expecting a great game from Bob 
Clay, Ken Seeling, Bill Posz, 
Dwayne Payne, Maurice Kruse, 
and Ronald Welk. 
According to the "Basket-Tip-
Off" the fans are rated ace-high 
and are likely to come through 
with screams, giggles, and gur-
gles from the weaker (?) sex, 
roars from the faculty, and a 
"swishing" good time by all. 
P. S. W.A.A. recommends the 
following receipe for success —
five driblets — several ."side-
passes"a toss ending in — open 
house at the dorms. 
CLEANERS & LAUNDERERS 
3030 — Phone — 2888 
PRIEWERT STUDIO 
69 East Fourth Street 
Quality Photographs at a Saving 
Special Prices to Students 
Leap Year Theme 
The Country Life Club, under 
the leadership of Miss Etta 
Christensen, sponsored an all-
college party January 21, in the 
Somsen gym, to which 100 of the 
apprentice-seamen from St. 
Mary's College were invited. 
The Leap Year theme was 
carried out in the decorations 
through the comic couples and 
leap year babies which adorned 
the gym. As each person entered 
the gym he was given one-half 
of a comic couple cut-out. As 
soon as everyone found the other 
half of his comic couple, the dance 
began with a grand march. Dur-
ing the remainder of the evening 
there were several novelty dances. 
Sports Fashions 
Irk Amazons 
Basketball is the pass-word for 
all W. A. A.'ers during this 
season. It has been the cause of 
many stiff knees and necks, sore 
fingers, bruised legs, and worn-
out gym shoes (precious things!) 
Every game starts with a free-
for-all brawl over which team is 
to wear the red 'pinnies'. Maybe 
you don't know what a pinnie is 
so I will try to explain. It is 
something like a bib, or a vest 
or an apron, or a jerkin, or a 
pinifore. Now I am sure that 
it is clear to you. 
The lucky team wears the red 
pinnies and the losers have to 
don the horrible orange ones. 
They're almost ready to give up 
the game because one just can't 
play in a color like orange. 
That's one strike against you at 
the start. 
As the game progresses, how-
ever, you soon forget about your 
grievance, and sometimes the red 
looks so much like the orange 
that you throw the ball to the 
wrong player. Catastrophe!! 
There is no doubt about it; 
these 1944 'Amazons' are the 




& ID Shoe company 
57 West Third St. 
201 East Third St. 	Phone 2175 
Winona, Minnesota 
Stager Jewelry Store 
W. J. WARMINGTON 
Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry 
and Repairing 
Corner 3rd and Main Sts. 
Compliments of 
Williams' Book and 
Stationery Store 
by Gerry Ryberg 
The general run of opinion 
holds basketball a favorite among 
the women's sports at T. C. 
Little wonder, for basketball calls 
for speed, cooperation, skill and 
coordination, and mixed all to-
gether, it means good, clean, and 
wholesome fun. The persons who 
possess these general qualities 
plus a great liking for the sport 
are the ones who turn out on 
Tuesdays and Thursdays for 
W. A. A. 
Being a year that seems 
to have "no time for such", it 
is natural that the turnout should 
be lowered. This year's turn-
out, is exceptionally low. Either 
those who like to play have "no 
time for such", or else they've 
been contaminated with that 
disease prevalent in sub- or ab-
normal times called lack of in-
terest. We're wondering what 
to use as a cure for such an 
obstacle. 
Feminine Standouts 
In every sport, there are always 
a few personalities that stand 
out enough for the onlooker to 
notice. On the basketball court, 
one looks to Ruth Francis for 
speed as she sticks with that 
streak of lightning, "Pee Wee" 
Schmidt. In this aspect, their 
lack of height is their added 
advantage for speed. For accu-
racy in sinking the ball through 
the net we refer you to Carrol 
De Wald and Dorothy (Ma) 
Engel. New, yet promising, to 
the cage sextette is Esther Ask, 
frosh. • What she lacks in skill at 
shooting and in experience, she 
makes up in speed and coopera-
tion with fellow teammates. 
Lillie Greer, Shirley Olson, and 
Evelyn Zimdars are proving just 
as much a menace to forwards 
as are Audrey Carothers and 
Lorraine Casby. In a bracket 
of their own, Margaret Fox and 
Marie Croonquist play with a 
reserve that outlasts the short 
wind of other players. Eleanor 
Kugler, Lillian Flatten and 
"Toni" Sallet put up a battle 
royal in any game. 
New Teams Chosen 
Warming the bench because of 
injuries, Ethel Turner and Dot 
Engel are sorely missed by W. A. 
A.ers. In Turner, we find some 
of that reserve belonging to Fox 
and Croonquist. It makes her 
a steady reliable player. Al-
though not able to play, Ethel 
has been, coming out to the games, 
officiating w her e needed. I t 
must be love for the game. 
"Ma" Engel on the other hand 
is recuperating in Brainerd. Dot 
employs the neatest pivot in her 
game of any player on the floor. 
Compliments 
of 
SPANTON'S 
The Winonan 
